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Knots which admit a surgery with
simple knot Floer homology groups

EAMAN EFTEKHARY

We show that if a positive integral surgery on a knot K inside a homology sphere X

results in an induced knot Kn �Xn.K/D Y which has simple Floer homology then
n � 2g.K/ . Moreover, for X D S3 the three-manifold Y is an L–space, and the
Heegaard Floer homology groups of K are determined by its Alexander polynomial.

57M27; 57R58

1 Introduction

The importance of studying knots inside rational homology spheres which have simple
knot Floer homology came up in the study of the Berge conjecture using techniques
from Heegaard Floer homology by Hedden [7], Rasmussen [14] and Baker, Grigsby
and Hedden [1]. By definition, a knot K inside a rational homology sphere X has
simple knot Floer homology if the rank of bHFK.X;K/ is equal to the rank of bHF.X /
(see Oszváth and Szabó [11; 10] and Rasmussen [15] for the background on Heegaard
Floer homology and knot Floer homology). The Berge conjecture concerning knots
in S3 which admit a lens space surgery may almost be reduced to showing that a knot
inside a lens space with simple knot Floer homology is simple.

For knots inside arbitrary rational homology spheres, it is not clear what the topological
implications of having simple knot Floer homology are. With more restrictions on the
ambient three-manifold, however, certain conclusions may be made. In particular, if the
ambient manifold X is an integer homology sphere, the author has shown [4] that the
only knot with simple knot Floer homology is the trivial knot. In this paper, we prove
two more theorems in this direction. The first theorem is about the knots obtained by
small surgery from knots inside homology spheres. If K �X is a null-homologous
knot inside a three-manifold X , we may remove a tubular neighborhood of K and glue
it back in a different way so that the resulting manifold Xn.K/ is the three-manifold
obtained from X by n–surgery on K . In this situation the core of the new solid torus
will determine a knot Kn �Xn.K/. We show:
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Theorem 1.1 Suppose that K �X is a knot inside a homology sphere X of Seifert
genus g.K/. Suppose that 0 < n < 2g.K/ is a given integer and Kn � Xn.K/ is
the knot obtained from K by n–surgery. Then Kn can not have simple knot Floer
homology, ie

(1) rk
� bHFK.Xn.K/;Kn/

�
> rk

�bHF.Xn.K//
�
:

When the surgery coefficient n is greater than or equal to 2g.K/, there is more
freedom for choosing K so that Kn has simple knot Floer homology. In particular, a
necessary and sufficient condition may be given when X is a L–space. In order to
state the precise theorem, for a knot K inside the homology sphere L–space X let
BDB.K/ denote the vector space bHFK.X;KIZ=2Z/ and let dBW B!B denote the
differential obtained by counting the disks passing through the second marked point in
a doubly pointed Heegaard diagram associated with the pair .X;K/. The homology
group H�.B.K/; dB/ is then equal to bHF.X IZ=2Z/D Z=2Z. Let d.X / denote the
homological degree of the generator of this latter vector space.

Theorem 1.2 Let K � X be a knot in a homology sphere L–space X of Seifert
genus g.K/. If for an integer n� 2g.K/ the knot Kn �Xn.K/ has simple knot Floer
homology, Xn.K/ is an L–space and there is an increasing sequence of integers

�g.K/D n�k < n1�k < � � �< nk D g.K/

with ni D�n�i for which the following is true. For i 2 Z with ji j � g.K/ define

ıi D

8̂<̂
:

0C d.X / if i D g.K/;

ıiC1C 2.niC1� ni/� 1 if i < g.K/ and g.K/� i � 1 .mod 2/;

ıiC1C 1 if i < g.K/ and g.K/� i � 0 .mod 2/:

In this situation, bHFK.X;K; s/D 0 unless sD ni for some �k � i � k , in which case
bHFK.X;K; s/D Z=2Z and it is supported entirely in homological degree ıi . If the

generator of bHFK.X;K; ni/ is denoted by xi , the filtered chain complex .B.K/; dB/

may be described (up to quasi-isomorphism) as BD hx�k ; : : : ; xki, where the differen-
tial is given by

dB.xi/D

(
0 if i D k or 0< k � i is odd,

xiC1 otherwise.

Moreover, if for a knot K inside a homology sphere L–space X the filtered chain
complex .B.K/; dB/ has the above form, then for any integer n� 2g.K/, Xn.K/ is
an L–space and Kn �Xn.K/ has simple knot Floer homology.
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This gives a complete classification of the knot Floer homology groups of the knots
in homology sphere L–spaces upon which integer surgery yields a knot with simple
knot Floer homology. In particular, if n–surgery on a knot K � S3 has simple knot
Floer homology, then n� 2g.K/ and all the coefficients of the symmetrized Alexander
polynomial associated with K are equal to 1 (see Ozsváth and Szabó [12], where this
was first proved).

We hope that the techniques used here are useful in the study of general knots with
simple knot Floer homology, although understanding such knots in full generality
requires significant breakthroughs at this point. In particular, the Berge conjecture is
wide open from this perspective.

Acknowledgements I would like to thank Matt Hedden for bringing up this problem
and helpful discussions during a visit to MSRI. I would also like to thank MSRI for
providing us with an opportunity for such interactions.

2 Knot Floer homology background

2.1 Relative Spinc structures and rationally null-homologous knots

Let X be a homology sphere and K be an oriented knot inside X . Consider a tubular
neighborhood nd.K/ of K and let T be the torus boundary of this neighborhood. Let
� � T be an oriented meridian for K , ie � is the oriented boundary of an oriented
disk D� in nd.K/ so that the intersection number of K with D� is 1. Let �� T be
a zero framed longitude for K , ie a curve that is isotopic to K in nd.K/ and bounds a
Seifert surface S for K in X �nd.K/. The curve � inherits an orientation from K in
a natural way. We may assume that � and � intersect each other in a single transverse
point. Having fixed these two curves, by .p; q/–surgery on K we mean removing
nd.K/ and replacing it with a solid torus so that the simple closed curve p�C q�

bounds a disk in the new solid torus. Denote the resulting three-manifold by Xp=q.K/.
We denote by Kp=q �Xp=q.K/ the core of the new solid torus in Xp=q.K/, ie

Kp=q D f0g �S1
�D2

�S1
�Xp=q:

Let Hp=q.K/ be the Heegaard Floer homology group

bHFK.Xp=q.K/;Kp=qIZ=2Z/:

In particular H1.K/ D H1=0.K/ is the knot Floer homology group (hat theory)
bHFK.X;KIZ=2Z/ defined in [10] and H0.K/ D H0=1.K/ is the longitude Floer

homology group bHFL.X;KIZ=2Z/ defined in [5].
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Note that relative Spinc structures on X � nd.K/ may be regarded as equivalence
classes of no-where vanishing vector fields on X �nd.K/ which restrict to a translation
invariant vector field on the boundary of this three-manifold. Two such vector fields

V0;V1 2 �.X � nd.K/;TX /

are defined equivalent or homologous if there is a ball B�X�nd.K/ and a continuous
isotopy fVtgt2Œ0;1� of no-where vanishing vector fields on X �nd.K/�B connecting
V0 to V1 , such that each Vt restricts to a translation invariant vector field on the
boundary of nd.K/ (see Ni [8] for more details on this interpretation of relative Spinc

structures). The set of relative Spinc structures form an affine space Spinc.X;K/ over
H2.X;KIZ/. Since X � nd.K/ is the same as Xp=q � nd.Kp=q/, it is clear that

Spinc.X;K/D Spinc.Xp=q.K/;Kp=q/

in a natural way. The group Hp=q.K/ is decomposed into subgroups associated with
relative Spinc structures:

(2) Hp=q.K/D
M

s2Spinc.X ;K /

Hp=q.K; s/:

There is a natural involution

(3) J W Spinc.X;K/ �! Spinc.X;K/

which takes a Spinc class s represented by a nowhere vanishing vector field V on
X � nd.K/, to the Spinc class J.s/ represented by �V . The difference s� J.s/ 2

H2.X;KIZ/ is usually denoted by c1.s/. There is a symmetry in knot Floer homology
which may be described by the formula

(4) bHFK.X;K; s/' bHFK.X;K;J.s/CPDŒ��/:

Since X is a homology sphere, the cohomology group H2.X;KIZ/ is generated by
the class PDŒ�� and we may thus naturally identify H2.X;KIZ/ with Z. We then
have a map

hW Spinc.X;K/ �! ZD H2.X;KIZ/

h.s/ WD
c1.s/�PDŒ��

2

(5)

which satisfies h.s/D�h.J.s/CPDŒ��/ for all relative Spinc classes s2Spinc.X;K/.
Using this map Spinc.X;K/ may also be identified with Z in a natural way.
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The following theorem of Ozsváth and Szabó [9], generalized by Ni [8] to rationally
null-homologous knots, allows us compute the genus of a knot K�X , using Heegaard
Floer homology:

Theorem 2.1 If K �X is a knot inside a homology sphere X as above, the Seifert
genus g.K/ of K may be computed from

(6) g.K/Dmax
˚
s 2 Spinc.X;K/D Z

ˇ̌ bHFK.X;KI s/¤ 0
	
:

2.2 Surgery formulas

Suppose that .†; ˛; ˇ Iu; v/ is a Heegaard diagram for the knot K , such that ˇ D

ˇ 0 [ f� D ˇgg, .†; ˛; ˇ 0/ is a Heegaard diagram for X � nd.K/, while � D ˇg

represents the meridian of K and the two marked points u and v are placed on the two
sides of ˇg . Think of the vector space BD bHFK.X;KIZ=2Z/DH1.K/DH1=0.K/

as a vector space computed as B D cHF.†;˛;ˇIu; v/. Then the differential of the
complex cCF.†; ˛; ˇ Iu/, which is defined by letting holomorphic disks pass through
the marked point v in the Heegaard diagram, induces a map dBW B! B , which is
a filtered differential on the filtered vector space B , with the filtration induced by
relative Spinc structures. The homology of the complex .B; dB/ gives H�.B; dB/D
bHF.X IZ=2Z/. Note that the restriction of dB to each B.s/ is trivial by definition.

For a relative Spinc class s 2 Spinc.X;K/D Z we set

Bf�sg D
M

t2Spinc.X ;K /DZ
t�s

B.t/ and Bf>sg D
M

t2Spinc.X ;K /DZ
t>s

B.t/:

Then the subspaces Bf�sg and Bf>sg of B are mapped to themselves by the differential
dB of B . Furthermore, let {sW Bf� sg ! B be the inclusion map, and denote the
homology of .B; dB/ by H and the homology of the subcomplexes Bf�sg and Bf>sg
by Hf�sg and Hf>sg respectively. Similarly, we may denote the homology of the
quotient complexes

Bf< sg D
B

Bf�sg
and Bf�sg D

B

Bf>sg

by Hf< sg and Hf�sg respectively.

Remark 2.2 Our convention for the orientation of the holomorphic disks connecting
two intersection points x; y 2 T˛ \ Tˇ in a Heegaard diagram .†; ˛; ˇ Iu; v/ is
opposite to the one used by Ozsváth and Szabó in their original papers [11; 10]. Thus,
in the above setup, Bf� sg becomes a subcomplex of .B; dB/ (as opposed to [10],
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where it is a quotient complex of .B; dB/) and Bf�sg becomes a quotient complex of
.B; dB/ (as opposed to [10] where it is a subcomplex of .B; dB/). We chose the current
convention to stay compatible with [4], which provides us with our main technical tool.

The following theorem which gives an explicit formula for the groups Hn.K; s/ is
proved in [4]:

Theorem 2.3 Suppose that K �X is a knot inside a homology sphere X . With the
above notation fixed, the group bHFK.Xn.K/;Kn; sIZ=2Z/ may be computed as the
homology of the complex

Cn.s/D Bf�sg˚Bf�nC 1� sg˚B

which is equipped with a differential dnW Cn.s/! Cn.s/ defined by

dn.x; y; z/D
�
dB.x/; dB.y/; dB.z/C {s.x/C {nC1�s.y/

�
:

Note that instead of the complex Cn.s/ we may consider a complex

zCn.s/DHf�sg˚Hf�nC 1� sg˚H

which is equipped with a differential zdnW
zCn.s/! zCn.s/ defined by

zdn.x; y; z/D
�
0; 0; .{s/�.x/C .{nC1�s/�.y/

�
:

Lemma 2.4 The homology groups H�. zCn.s/; zdn/ and H�.Cn.s/; dn/ are isomorphic
as vector spaces over Z=2Z. In particular, these homology groups have the same rank.

Proof Let A be the direct sum of the complexes Bf�sg and Bf�nC1�sg, dA be the
differential of A, and let f W .A; dA/! .B; dB/ be the map {s on the first summand and
{nC1�s on the second summand. Thus f is a chain map. Cn.s/ is then the mapping
cone of f and it suffices to show that for any chain map f W .A; dA/! .B; dB/, the
homology of the mapping cone of f is isomorphic to the homology of the mapping
cone of

f�W H�.A; dA/!H�.B; dB/:

In appropriate decompositions ADZA˚HA˚ZA and BDZB˚HB˚ZB for the
vector spaces A and B to direct sum of subcomplexes (with HA 'H�.A; dA/ and
HB 'H�.B; dB/), dA , dB and f will have the block forms

dA D

0@0 0 IdZA

0 0 0

0 0 0

1A ; dB D

0@0 0 IdZB

0 0 0

0 0 0

1A ; f D

0@A.f / B.f / C.f /

0 f� D.f /

0 0 A.f /

1A :
Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 11 (2011)
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Thus the rank of the differential of Cn.s/, which has the block form

dn D

�
dA f

0 dB

�
equals jZAjCjZBjC rk.f�/. The rank of the homology of Cn.s/ is therefore equal to

jH�.Cn.s/; dn/j D jAjC jBj � 2 rk.dCn.s//

D 2jZAjC jHAjC 2jZBjC jHBj � 2.jZAjC jZBjC rk.f�//

D jHAjC jHBj � 2 rk.f�/

D jH�.A; dA/jC jH�.B; dB/j � 2 rk.f�/

D j zCn.s/j � 2 rk. zdn/D jH�. zCn.s/; zdn/j:

Therefore the sizes of the homologies of the two complexes are equal, and they are
isomorphic as Z=2Z vector spaces.

We now recall a similar formula for the Heegaard Floer homology groups associated
with the three-manifold Xn.K/ which is due to Ozsváth and Szabó [13]. Alternative
surgery formulas for bHF.Xn.K//, based on the results of [3] and [2], may be found
in [6]. We slightly modify the statement of Ozsváth and Szabó’s theorem from [13] so
that it looks more compatible with the notation of Theorem 2.3. To state the theorem,
let �sW Bf�sg ! Bfsg D Bf�sg=Bf>sg be the projection map,

„sW Bfsg D bHFK.X;K; s/! bHFK.X;K;�s/D Bf�sg

be the duality isomorphism, and |sW Bfsg ! B be the inclusion map. Associated with
any Spinc class Œs� 2 Spinc.Xn.K//D Z=nZ we may construct a chain complex

FnŒs�D
M

t2Œs��Z

Cn.t/

which is equipped with a differential fnW FnŒs�!FnŒs� defined as follows on a generator
.x; y; z/ 2 Cn.s/:

fn.x; y; z/D .˛t/t2Œs��Z; ˛t 2 Cn.t/;

˛t D

8̂<̂
:

dn.x; y; z/ if tD s;

‡s.x; y; z/ if tD sC n;

0 otherwise;

(7)

‡s.x; y; z/ WD
�
0; .dB ı„s ı�s/.x/; .|s ı„s ı�s/.x/

�
:where

It is not hard to see that ‡sW Cn.s/! Cn.sC n/ is a chain map and ‡sCn ı‡s D 0.
Consequently, fnW FnŒs�! FnŒs� defines a differential on this vector space.
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Theorem 2.5 Suppose that K � X is a knot inside a homology sphere X of genus
g D g.K/. For a class Œs� 2 Spinc.Xn.K//D Z=nZ, let the complex .FnŒs�; fn/ be
defined as before. The Heegaard Floer homology group bHF.Xn.K/; Œs�/ may then be
computed as the homology of the chain complex .FnŒs�; fn/:

(8) bHF.Xn.K/; Œs�/DH�.FnŒs�; fn/

Note that �s is trivial if jsj > g.K/, and that the homology of the chain complex
.Cn.s/; dn/ is zero unless �g.K/ < s� nCg.K/. This implies that the homology of
the chain complex .FnŒs�; fn/ is the same as the homology of the chain complex

GnŒs�D
M

t2Œs��Z

�g.K /<t�nCg.K /

Cn.t/

gnW GnŒs�!GnŒs�; gn D fnjGnŒs�:

(9)

Corollary 2.6 Suppose that K �X is a knot inside a homology sphere X and n> 0

is a given integer. The induced knot Kn �Xn.K/ has simple knot Floer homology if
and only if the maps induced in homology by the chain maps

(10) ‡sW Cn.s/ �! Cn.sC n/

vanish for all s 2 Spinc.X;K/.

Proof Immediate corollary of a comparison between the above two surgery formulas.

3 Small surgery on a knot

In this section, we will assume that the surgery coefficient n is small.

Theorem 3.1 Suppose that K �X is a knot inside a homology sphere X of Seifert
genus g.K/. Suppose that 0 < n < 2g.K/ is a given integer and Kn � Xn.K/ is
the knot obtained from K by n–surgery. Then Kn can not have simple knot Floer
homology, ie

(11) rk
� bHFK.Xn.K/;Kn/

�
> rk

�bHF.Xn.K//
�
:

Proof Let us use Corollary 2.6 for sD g.K/. Note that bHFK.Xn.K/;KnIg.K// is
isomorphic to the homology of the mapping cone

Cn.g.K//D Bfgg˚Bf>n�g.K/g˚B;
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which is equipped with the differential dn as before. Furthermore,

Cn.g.K/C n/D Bf�g.K/C ng˚Bf>�g.K/g˚BD 0˚Bf>�g.K/g˚B

and its homology is thus isomorphic to Hf�g.K/g DHfg.K/g. The map

.‡g.K //�W H�.Cn.g.K//; dn/!Hfg.K/g

is therefore given by sending

Hfg.K/g D Bfg.K/g � Cn.g.K//D Bfg.K/g˚Bf>n�g.K/g˚B

to Hfg.K/g in the target vector space by the identity map. Note that the differential
of B is trivial on Bfg.K/g since dB.B.g.K/// is in

Bf>g.K/g D
M

s2Spinc.X ;K /

s>g.K /

bHFK.X;KI s/;

which is trivial by Theorem 2.1. In order for the map .‡/� to be trivial, we therefore
need the map on homology induced by the inclusion of Hfg.K/g in Cn.g.K// to be
trivial. In other words, the map .{g.K //�W Hfg.K/g ! H must be injective and its
image should be disjoint from the image of the map

.{nC1�s/�W Hf>n�g.K/g !H:

Let x be a generator of Hfg.K/g which is mapped to a nontrivial element Œx� 2H .
Thus, x is not in the image of dB ! dB . If n < 2g.K/, n � g.K/ � g.K/ � 1

and Bf>n � g.K/g contains x as a closed generator. Since x is not in the image
of dB , it survives in Hf>n � g.K/g and is mapped to the same class Œx� 2 H by
.{nC1�g.K //� . Thus, .x; x; 0/ is a nontrivial element in H�.Cn.g.K//; dn/ which is
mapped to x 2Hfg.K/g by .‡g.K //� . This contradiction proves the theorem.

4 Large surgery on a knot

Once again, let K �X be a knot inside a homology sphere L–space. Suppose now
that n � 2g.K/ and Kn � Xn has simple knot Floer homology. Then, as before,
all maps .‡s/� must vanish. If the relative Spinc structure s 2 Spinc.X;K/ D Z
satisfies �g.K/ < s � g.K/, then n� s � g.K/ and nC s > g.K/, which imply
that Hf>n � sg and Hf� sC ng are trivial. Thus Cn.s/ D Hf� sg ˚ 0˚H and
Cn.sC n/D 0˚Hf>�sg˚H . This implies that

H�.Cn.s/; dn/DHf< sg;

H�.Cn.sC n/; dn/DHf��sg:
(12)
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Under the above identifications the map .‡s/� which will be denoted by �sW Hf< sg!

Hf��sg may be described as follows. It is the map obtained by first taking Hf< sg to
Hfsg using the map �s induced by the differential dB of the complex B , then using the
duality map „s to take Hfsg to Hf�sg, and finally going from Hf�sg to Hf��sg
using the induced map on homology of the inclusion of the first vector space in the
quotient complex Bf��sg of B . The assumption that Kn �Xn.K/ has simple knot
Floer homology then implies that all the maps �s should vanish.

We may now prove the following theorem, which should be compared with Theorem 1.2
of [12] and Theorem 2.4 from [7].

Theorem 4.1 Let K � X be a knot in a homology sphere L–space X of Seifert
genus g.K/, and fix the above notation. If for all �g.K/ < s � g.K/ the maps �s
vanish, there is an increasing sequence of integers

�g.K/D n�k < n1�k < � � �< nk D g.K/

with ni D�n�i for which the following is true. For i 2 Z with ji j � g.K/ define

ıi D

8̂<̂
:

0C d.X / if i D g.K/;

ıiC1C 2.niC1� ni/� 1 if i < g.K/ and g.K/� i � 1 .mod 2/;

ıiC1C 1 if i < g.K/ and g.K/� i � 0 .mod 2/:

In this situation, bHFK.X;K; s/D 0 unless sD ni for some �k � i � k , in which case
bHFK.X;K; s/D Z=2Z and it is supported entirely in homological degree ıi . If the

generator of bHFK.X;K; ni/ is denoted by xi , the filtered chain complex .B.K/; dB/

may be described as BD hx�k ; : : : ; xki, where the differential is given by

dB.xi/D

(
0 if i D k or 0< k � i is odd,

xiC1 otherwise.

Proof Let us assume that

�g.K/D n�k < n1�k < � � �< nk D g.K/

are the values for s so that the associated vector space Hfsg is nontrivial. From the
duality isomorphism of knot Floer homology groups we thus know that n�i D�ni for
each i . Let us denote the generators of Hfnig by y1

i ; y
2
i ; : : : ; y

`i

i . We may assume
that under the duality map „.yj

�i/D yj
i . From the computation of Cn.g.K/C n/ in

the beginning of the proof for Theorem 3.1, we know that `k D 1, and we may thus
denote y1

k
by xk and y1

�k
by x�k . We also know that xk survives in the homology of

B.K/, ie it is not in the image of dB .
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We will prove the following claim by an induction on i , which implies the above
theorem.

Claim In the above situation, `k D `k�1 D � � � D `k�i D 1. Furthermore, we
may choose xk�j 2 Bf�nk�j g and xj�k 2 Bf�nj�kg so that they survive in the
homology of quotient complexes Hfnk�j g DBf�nk�j g=Bf>nk�j g and Hfnj�kg D

Bf�nj�kg=Bf>nj�kg respectively, so that

(13)

dB.xk�j /D

(
0 if j D 0 or j is odd,

xk�jC1 otherwise,
j D 0; 1; : : : ; i;

dB.xj�k/D

(
0 if j is odd,

xj�kC1 otherwise;
j D 0; 1; : : : ; i � 1:

From the above considerations, the case i D 0 is already proved. Now, assume that the
claim is true for i . We will prove that it will also follow for i C 1. We will need to
consider two cases depending on the parity of i .

First, assume that i is even. For any value of s, we have �s D q�s ı„s ı �s D 0.
Note that the map �sW Hf< sg !Hfsg is an isomorphism if and only if the homology
group Hf�sg is trivial. However, the differential dB of the complex B induces a map
psW Hf�sg!Hf>sg and its image does not cover the class of xk in the target. Since
the homology of the mapping cone of ps is H , this means that ps is injective and
that the rank of Hf�sg is one less than the rank of Hf>sg. If we set s D nk�i�1 ,
since there are no generators associated with relative Spinc classes nk�i�1 < t< nk�i ,
we have Hf> sg D Hf� nk�ig D Z=2Z by the induction hypothesis. The above
observation thus implies that Hf� nk�i�1g is trivial. Thus the map �nk�i�1

is an
isomorphism. Since for sD nk�i�1 , �s and „s are isomorphisms and �s is trivial, we
may conclude that q�s D 0. This last assumption is equivalent to the assumption that
��sW Hf<�sg!Hf�sg is surjective. However, for sD nk�i�1 , setting j D iC1�k

we have

Hf<�sg DHf� ni�kg D hxi�ki and Hf�sg D hy1
j ; : : : ; y

j̀

j i:

Surjectivity of ��s implies that j̀ D 1 and that ��s is an isomorphism. Setting
xiC1�k D y1

iC1�k
, this means that dB.xi�k/ is equal to xiC1�k plus terms in higher

filtration levels. After a suitable change of basis for the filtered chain complex we may
assume that dB.xi�k/ D xiC1�k . On the other hand, Hfnk�i�1g D HfniC1�kg D

hxiC1�ki is generated by a generator xk�i�1D„.xiC1�k/. Since the homology group
Hf�nk�ig D Hf>nk�i�1g is generated by xk and the image of xk�i�1 under dB

in Hf>nk�i�1g can not be equal to xk , after another suitable change of basis for the
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filtered chain complex B we may assume that dB.xk�i�1/D 0. This completes the
proof of the assertions of the above claim for i C 1 when i is even.

If i is odd, Hf� ni�kg is trivial by the induction hypothesis. This implies that
Hf� niC1�kg is isomorphic to HfniC1�kg and the isomorphism is given by the map

qniC1�k
W HfniC1�kg �!Hf� niC1�kg:

Since �nk�i�1
is trivial, we may conclude that �nk�i�1

is trivial. In other words,
Hfnk�i�1g is not in the image of dB . As a result, the map rnk�i�1

from Hfnk�i�1g

to Hf>nk�i�1g D Hf�nk�ig, induced by the differential dB , is injective. From
induction hypothesis we may conclude that Hf�nk�ig D hxk�i ; xki, and xk is not in
the image of dB . Thus Hfnk�i�1g is generated by a single generator xk�i�1Dy1

k�i�1

and we may assume that dB.xk�i�1/D xk�i . Since Hf< niC1�kg DHf� ni�kg is
trivial, xiC1�k D„.xk�i�1/ is not in the image of dB and the assertions of the above
claim are thus satisfied for i C 1 if i is odd. This completes the induction and proves
the above claim.

In order to complete the proof of the theorem, let us denote the homological degree of
the generator xj by ıj D ı.xj /. Since H is generated by xk , it is clear that ık D d.X /

and since for even values of i , dB.xk�i/D xk�iC1 , we have ık�i D ık�iC1C1. Also,
note that ı�j D 2nj C ıj . Thus for any odd value of i we have

ık�i D�2nk�i C ıi�k D�2nk�i C ı.dB.xi�k�1//

D�2nk�i C .ıi�k�1� 1/

D�2nk�i C 2nk�iC1C ık�iC1� 1:

(14)

This completes the proof of the theorem.

We are almost done with the proof of our main theorem, Theorem 1.2.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 Suppose that the knot K � X in the homology sphere L–
space X has Seifert genus g.K/. We first show that if n � 2g.K/ is an integer so
that Kn has simple knot Floer homology, then Xn.K/ is an L–space and that the knot
Floer homology of K has the structure described in Theorems 1.2 and 4.1. We have
seen in the beginning of Theorem 4.1 that this assumption (ie that Kn has simple knot
Floer homology) implies that all the maps

�sW Hf< sg !Hf��sg

are trivial. Therefore, the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied for the knot K �X ,
and the Floer homology of K has the structure described in Theorems 1.2 and 4.1, ie
the filtered chain complex .B.K/; dB/ has the special form described in Theorem 4.1.
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Therefore, for any given relative Spinc structure s satisfying �g.K/ < s � g.K/,
precisely one of the two groups Hf< sg and Hf��sg is isomorphic to Z=2Z and the
other one is trivial. Thus bHF.Xn.K/; Œs�/DZ=2Z by our previous considerations. The
isomorphism bHF.Xn.K/; Œs�/DbHF.X /D Z=2Z is clear for other Spinc structures.
This shows that if n� 2g.K/ and Kn has simple knot Floer homology, Xn.K/ is an
L–space and completes the proof in one direction.

For the other direction, suppose that .B.K/; dB/ has the structure described in Theo-
rems 1.2 and 4.1. Theorem 2.3 then gives a description of the Floer homology groups
bHFK.Xn.K/;KnI s/ for different values of s 2 Spinc.X;K/DZ as the homology of

the mapping cone of a map

(15) hnW Hf�sg˚Hf>n� sg !HD Z=2Z:

If s � g.K/, n� s � n� g.K/ � g.K/ and Hf>n� g.K/g D 0. In this situation
bHFK.Xn.K/;KnI s/DHf< sg and

Hf< sg D

8̂<̂
:

0 if nk�i�1 < s� nk�i and i is even;

Z=2Z if nk�i�1 < s� nk�i and i is odd;

0 if s� n�k D�g.K/:

A similar argument shows that for s>g.K/ we have bHFK.Xn.K/;KnI s/DHf�n�sg

and

Hf� n� sg D

8̂<̂
:

0 if n� nk�i < s� n� nk�i�1 and i is even,

Z=2Z if n� nk�i < s� n� nk�i�1 and i is odd,

0 if s> n� n�k D nCg.K/:

For a relative Spinc structure s 2 Spinc.X;K/ D Z the nontriviality assumption
bHFK.Xn.K/;KnI s/ ¤ 0 thus implies that �g.K/ < s � n C g.K/. If for two

relative Spinc structures s and t both bHFK.Xn.K/;KnI s/ and bHFK.Xn.K/;KnI t/

are nontrivial and t�s is a positive multiple of n, we should have �g.K/ < s� g.K/

and tD nC s. Furthermore, nk�i�1 < s� nk�i for an even integer i . Thus

n� nk�.2k�i�1/ D nC nk�i�1 < tD sC n

� nC nk�i D n� nk�.2k�i�1/�1;
(16)

where j D 2k � i � 1 is an odd integer. From the above description we have
bHFK.Xn.K/;KnI t/D 0, which is a contradiction. Thus for all relative Spinc classes

in Spinc.X;K/ in the congruence class of s modulo n, at most one of them, say t, has
the property that bHFK.Xn.K/;KnI t/¤ 0. This clearly implies that Kn has simple
knot Floer homology, completing the proof.
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